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01. We take care of Smart Crowd 
management and Smart Crowd 
security solutions

02. We are thinkers and creators

03. We give you a safe, smart and 
controlled crowd. 

3.

Remoticom Smart Crowd provides smart 
crowd control via sensor technology in 
stores and at themeparks, fun fairs, events 
and festivals. With this sensor technology 
we make it possible to let you know which 
cash desk, aisle, bar or stage is the busi-
est. We can also make clear which product, 
attraction or artist is doing great or give 
you handles in case of emergency.  
 
Remoticom is an expert in the field of 
sensor technology. We develop and pro-
duce leading solutions for a Smart Planet. 
By using state-of-the-art techniques, smart 
partnerships and a passionate team, we 
assist you in the transition to a future proof 
planet. We aim for a smart planet, made 
for you.

Remoticom Smart Crowd
Crowd control 
using smart 
sensor technology.



01. See problems before they exist

02. Realtime sensor technology

03. See busy areas 

04. See busiest artists 

05. See crowd movement

4.

Crowded places can lead to chaos. We offer order 
and efficiency through our heatmap solutions. Using 
realtime heatmaps we can show you how your crowd 
is moving and quickly take action on changes.

Stores can earn more revenue by placing their prod-
ucts at the right spot. Using our heatmap solutions 
we can show you how your shop visitors are moving 
and how you can quickly make more profit.

Our products offer greater efficiency and certainty in 
the field of security. Which is especially necessary 
in places where crowd clusters can arise, such as 
events and shopping malls.

SECURITY.

HEATMAP.

01. Realtime insights

02. Safer work conditions

03. None to crowded areas anymore

04. Lower employee costs

05. See  total visitors in area

SOLUTIONS.



01. Value for money insights

02. Realtime F&B insights

03. Line-up analysis

04. Better line-up picking

05. Faster artist payback

5.

Using our Line-up solutions we make it possible for 
you to see bar revenue and crowd streams regarding 
dj’s and artists so you know which dj brings you the 
best.

By means of our products, Food and Beverage booths 
can effectively prepare for crowdpeaks. That way the 
turnover increases and customers spend less time 
waiting in line. Smiles guaranteed!

FOOD & BEVERAGE.

LINE-UP.

01. No rows

02. Happier clients

03. No low stocks

04. Lower employee costs

05.	Higher	profit

SOLUTIONS.



01. Find your friends

02. Find the best views

03. Find a quiet area 

04. Find the fastest route

05. Avoid waiting time

6.

With our products and services you can increase profits by 
measuring crowd movements. This way you can arrange 
your staff planning, line-ups and shops more efficiently.

With our products and services you can increase profits by 
measuring crowd movements. This way you can arrange 
your staff planning, line-ups and shops more efficiently.

PROFIT.

SOLUTIONS.

FUN.

01. See	realtime	profit	improvement

02. Safer work conditions

03. See F&B sales

04. See average waiting time



01. Configure	requested	filters

02. Testing each sensor

03. Install the sensors

04.	Configure	the	API’s

05. Avoid waiting time

7.

In cooperation with our team of Data Analysts your 
questions are answered within a short period of time.

Using our installation team your smart sensor will be 
installed in the right place for optimal use and control. 
Installation includes setting up filters and rules.

DATA ANALYSIS.

SERVICE.

INSTALLATION.

01. Tips for your line up

02. Tips for better walkway guiding

03. Tips for your security

04.	Tips	for	more	profit

05. Tips for your security



8.

REMOTICOM BV. 
 

+31 13 303 43 00
info@remoticom.com
www.remoticom.com

Kraaivenstraat 25-41 | 5048 AB Tilburg
The Netherlands


